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New GASOLINE POWERED Fuso Trucks available NOW! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
             
 

 

The addition of the gas-fueled powertrain to Fuso's FE Series reflects a significant expansion of Fuso's 

commercial truck product line. Gasoline-powered versions of the FE140 and FE160 are available now, 

and Fuso is finishing development of the FE180, which will be the only gas-powered Class 5 cabover 

truck in North America. Wheel bases to accommodate body sizes from 12 to 20 feet. 

All three Fuso models, the FE140, FE160 and FE180, will be powered by a PSI-GMPT Vortec Series 6.0L 

V8 engine, providing 297 hp and 361 lb.-ft. of torque coupled to a best-in-class Allison 1000 6-speed 

automatic transmission with FuelSense 2.0 featuring DynActive shifting for better MPG. These are also 

the only gasoline trucks in their class to offer optional PTO capability.  

The new V-8 gas engine models will be the first Fuso vehicles to be assembled in the United States.  

The FE GAS and DIESEL models feature a new interior. An upgraded heavy-duty driver’s seat offers 

adjustable lumbar support. The design incorporates modern elements, including leather effects on the 

black seat, red seat belts, and silver trim on the dash and lighting. The shifter is still integrated into the 

dash, allowing for more space on the floor for the driver and passengers. The FUSO FE GAS comes 

with a 40 gallon fuel tank and free oil changes for the first five years or 75,000 miles (up to 10 oil 

changes). In addition, Fuso will provide the extended warranty option for the Allison transmission at no 

additional cost. All 2019 gas trucks come with one-year free Verizon Connect Telematics. And for 

safety, there is an option for the Mobileye Collision Avoidance System 

For our high mileage users, our mainstay and improved diesel trucks are still available. 

Financing available through our partners Daimler Truck Financial and Hitachi Capital America. 

Call Tom Tesch at 262-628-3338 to see and test drive this new gas-powered Fuso truck.  
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